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Dorner’s New AquaGard 7350V2 Sanitary Conveyor Platform 

Highlights Enhanced Safety and Performance 

 

HARTLAND, Wis., (September 19, 2018) — Dorner’s newly redesigned AquaGard 7350V2 

Series is engineered for industry standards and excels at safety and performance. 

The AquaGard 7350V2 is built for numerous sanitary applications within baking, snack food, 

pharmaceutical, pet food, packaging and other industries that require occasional wipe-down cleanings of 

the conveyor. The new conveyor comes in straight belt, as well as modular belt straight and curve models. 

Belted LPZ, modular belt LPZ and positive drive models will be available in the coming months.  

The AquaGard 7350V2 is the safest, most advanced modular curve chain conveyor in the industry 

today. The modular belt curve conveyor has no openings greater than the international standard of 4mm, 

even within the curves, which increases safety by eliminating pinch points for operators. Added safety 

measures are also achieved by covering the upper and lower chain edges, and fully containing the drive 

system, which reduces catenary belt sag and conveyor noise.    
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Space reduction is another improvement on the AquaGard 7350V2. The modular belt conveyor 

system is designed to maximize available plant space by keeping the footprint as compact as possible. 

Infeed and outfeed sections are a compact 18”, further saving valuable floor space.  

The conveyor comes with an improved tail design for superior drive support. The addition of a tip-

up tail on the modular belt (straight) gives greater access inside the conveyor for cleaning.  

Features and benefits of the AquaGard 7350V2 sanitary conveyor include: 

 Belt conveyors 

o Optional nosebar idler tails with V-Guide tracking for keeping the belt in position  

o 7-gauge stainless steel stands for greater stability 

o Stainless steel bed frames 

o Flat conveyor sides allow more flexibility when mounting accessories, interfacing 

with other equipment and transferring of product 

 Modular belt conveyors 

o Mold to width belt chain up to 18”  

o Flatter top surfaces – no edges 

o Strongest 25mm pitch curved chain strength at 2700N 

o Robust single piece chain pin for ease of removal to adjust chain length 

o Curved chain can be easily lifted in the straight sections for cleaning and 

maintenance 
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For more information on Dorner’s new AquaGard 7350V2 sanitary conveyor platform, visit 

www.dornerconveyors.com.  

Connect with Dorner on Facebook at www.facebook.com/dornerconveyors 

Follow Dorner on Twitter at www.twitter.com/dornerconveyors 

Subscribe to Dorner on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/user/DornerConveyors 

Follow Dorner on LinkedIn at www.linkedin.com/company/dorner-mfg-corp 

      ### 

Hartland, Wisconsin-based Dorner is a world leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of high-

quality conveyors and related equipment. Since 1966, companies from around the world have turned to 

Dorner conveyors for greatly improved efficiency and productivity. For more information about products or 

company news, visit Dorner’s Web site at www.dornerconveyors.com or call 1-800-397-8664.  
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